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Volt about the closest you will ever come to painless test prop is to use 100mg dissolved over night in
20ml bb and 2/10 ml ba. With this recipe there is no pip other that some tightness the next day and when
you get into the gym and hang and bang next day it clears right up. 85 mg/ ml is all but painless. Jul 9,
2014. Stay away from things like T400, test prop, tren ace etc. Here are some additional tips for
reducing PIP: 1. Heat up the oil prior to injecting. Run the vial under hot water for 1-2 minutes. Heating
up the oil will bring it closer to body temperature and make the oil disperse from the muscle into the
blood stream much easier. 2. Gently massage.
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VIP Moderator. Oct 2, 2015. #1. How bad is test prop pip? I've done test cyp, sust, and deca. I remember
Sustanon giving some pip for a day or two but it wasn't too bad. Is it about the same or excruciating?
Average dosage would probably be around 100mg eod.



Yes test prop will cause pip just because its test prop. There is no logical way to the discovery of these
elemental laws. There is only the way of intuition, which is helped by a feeling for the order lying
behind the appearance." -Albert Einstein. 26-Sep-2012, 12:30 PM #5. visit homepage

Yeah prop PIP varies a huge amount person to person. That said in cases where there is severe PIP its
generally due to unbalanced PH with prop this is generally due to improper powder manufacture where
the propionic (spell check) acid remains.
I get PIP even with private quality NPP so I know I'm sensitive to short esters and haven't even tried test
prop. Not worth being crippled. But if it has less PIP and I can take it with my NPP EOD-E3D then
maybe it has a place.
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Testosterone Propionate Pip. I
decided to try test prop 250 eod for 2 wks to kick off my test e deca cycle and the reaction has been so
unbearable I can barely even walk let alone get out of bed. I feel like I have a severe muscle tear in both
my quads and they swol up like fucking balloons so bad my wife has to dress me lol. Test Prop PIP
Unbearable. Started my cycle saturday. I'm pinning test prop EoD (1.5ml) and so far I've done right
glute, left glute, right glute. First right glute got a little bit sore but not bad. First left glute pin was worse
for sure and hurt pretty good. Second right glute pin (yesterday) is pretty bad and almost untolerable.



Is there anyway of reducing
pip from test prop injections? The prop that I have is 200mg/ml. I have another 7 jabs but not sure if I
can deal with the pip anymore. I've done x2 glute shots and 1 ventro glute shot and I'm struggling to lift
my leg, my hip is tight and sore. Injection technique is good, I always warm the oil and inject really
slowly. my sources
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